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Winter protection is necessary for hybrid tea, floribunda, grandiflora, 
polyantha, and rambler varieties of roses to insulate them against temperatures 
below 100 F. Timing is important for the application of the protective mulch. 

These two methods of winter protecting roses have been used successfully: 

Method 1: Tipping Rosebush into Trench 

Shortly after the middle of October, when the soil is moist and workable, 
dig a trench 6 to 8 inches deep extending to the base of the rosebush. Tie the 
canes together into a bundle and tip the bush into the trench. Use the soil which 
you removed from the trench to cover the whole bush. 

In early November--about November lO--add a 3- to 4-inch layer of leaves. 
It's preferable to have a light frozen crust of soil before adding the leaves. 

About a week after applying the leaf covering, add a 6-inch layer of marsh 
hay over all the previous covering. A covering of snow is desirable before apply
ing the marsh hay, but don't delay the covering for lack of snow. 

* * * * 
Method 2: All-Leaf Cover 

Enclose the entire rose bed with chicken wire or garden fencing at least 2 
feet high. Place the fence about 2 feet out from the outermost rosebush to allow 
for a thick wall of insulation. 

About the middle of October in the Twin Cities area, before the first heavy 
freeze, remove a shovelful of soil from the base of the bush on the side toward 
which the bush is to be bent, then bend the rose bush over gently, holding it down 
by tying it to a stake. 

Then apply a heavy cover of leaves -- at least 3 feet deep -- over the bushes. 
It's important to ram leaves under the arch formed by bending the bushes in order 
to prevent air pockets which may cause injury to the exposed portion of canes -
especially to climbing roses. Pack the leaves deeper in the center of the bed to 
make drainage to the outer edge possible. 

To prevent the surface leaves from blowing a~'lay and to eliminate fire 
hazards, sprinkle the leaves until the top layer is thoroughly soaked. Place 
tree branches on top to hold the leaves down. 
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